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of Rob Lowe from the 90 Day Men—
are also club mainstays. And on
September 17, five employees of Bla—
plus Norwegian rock band JR Ewing
and DJ Joakim Haugland—will come
to the Bottle to return the favor.  

Pete Toalson, who programs the
Empty Bottle, has been building ties
with various movers and shakers on
the Oslo music scene for the last four
years or so. In March 2002, while
presenting the first Chicago shows by
Norwegian electronica artists Kim
Hiorthoy and Martin Horntveth, he
struck up a friendship with
Haugland, the owner of the

Smalltown Supersound label, who
was also on the program that night.
Inspired by Pipeline 2000, a musi-
cian exchange between Chicago and
Stockholm organized by John
Corbett and Ken Vandermark a few
years earlier, Toalson proposed doing
something similar with musicians in
Chicago and Oslo. 

He talked further with Hoagland
and met Bla booker Erica Berthelsen
on his first trip to Norway later that
year, but in the end it was Berthelsen
and Bla who figured out a way to set
up the exchange—and not just with

[snip] Boeing customers you never heard of. Daniel Gross made this list
for Slate: the Indian low-cost carrier SpiceJet, China Cargo Airlines, Shenzen
Airlines, Brazil’s GOL Airlines, Chile’s LAN Airlines, Ethiopian Airlines,
Vietnam Airlines, Lion Air (the first discount airline in Indonesia), Air Algerie,
and Air Angola. —Harold Henderson | hhenderson@chicagoreader.comOur Town

The Bottle (right) and its Norwegian counterpart, Bla
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continued on page 13

Great Ideas

Socialized
Medicine and
Now This
Empty Bottle staffers get a
working vacation courtesy of
the Norwegian government
By Peter Margasak

L ast week Empty Bottle owner
Bruce Finkelman had four
employees studying homemade

flash cards labeled with various
denominations of Norwegian curren-
cy. They’ll need to be able to count
kroner: when they arrive in Oslo with
a crew of local musicians later this
week, they’ll be staffing a club called
Bla for a night in a most unusual
form of cultural exchange. “It’s all
about trying to bring a little piece of
the Empty Bottle to Oslo,” Finkelman
says. The musicians headed over—
art-rock trio Pit Er Pat, hip-hop MC
Diverse, and Lichens, the solo project
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the Empty Bottle, but with clubs in
Moscow, London, Copenhagen,
Berlin, and Goteborg, Sweden. “The
reason we could do it this year and on
this scale is because we’re celebrating
the 100-year anniversary of our liber-
ation from Sweden, which is a huge
yearlong celebration in Norway,” says
Berthelsen. Three public grants—
from the Norwegian departments of
cultural affairs and foreign affairs as
well as a fund specifically dedicated
to the centennial celebration—
financed the project, the Chicago por-
tion of which will cost more than
$20,000 even with discounted air-
fares and hotel accommodations. 

Packing the club off to remote
locations isn’t new for Bla, which
opened in 1998. Last year the owners
took 45 musicians, 23 staff members,
and two 18-wheelers’ worth of equip-
ment more than 600 miles to the
coastal Norwegian town of Molde for
its annual jazz festival. 

During the Chicago exchange
Empty Bottle bartenders Jill Coyne
and Mike Tsoulos will be behind the
bar and Bob Johnson will be collecting
money at the door; Toalson and
Finkelman are also going over. To add
some more Chicago flavor to the visit
Finkelman plans to bring along bottles
of Wild Turkey and tamales from the
Mexican vendor who routinely hawks
them at the club from a plastic cooler.
In turn, the Bla staff is bringing aqua-
vit, a potato-based spirit flavored with
caraway seeds, and Jarlsberg cheese to
share with Bottle patrons. 

Bla’s done the exchanges with the
clubs in Berlin and Moscow, and
Berthelsen deems them great success-
es. “Nobody had ever heard the band
the [Russians] brought,” she says.
“The music was kind of balalaika-ish,
and the DJ was really commercial, but
the club was packed with Russian
immigrants, and everyone was drink-
ing a lot of vodka. Everyone was
totally pissed. It was great.” She
laments that since so many
Norwegians speak English the
Chicago exchange is unlikely to cause
much cultural confusion. “There was
some real charm in going into a bar
and having the bartenders only 
speak Russian or really bad English.
There were some wrong drink
orders, but nothing bad.”   v

Public Displays

The Litter
Sweater
Jonathan Gitelson turns a
common nuisance into art

By Susannah J. Felts

I t takes Jonathan Gitelson less
than a minute to blanket his car
with the sort of square glossy fly-

ers that are to cars parked near
nightclubs what bird shit is to those
beneath certain trees. Last summer,
shortly after he moved across the
street from the Funky Buddha
Lounge, Gitelson began finding his
Honda Civic bombed by as many as
ten flyers daily, often the same ads
over and over. (Green Dolphin Street
and a strip club on 144th Street are
repeat offenders, he says.) The near-
by sidewalks were littered with hun-
dreds more that had been removed
from other cars or abandoned in
stacks by derelict distributors. “I had
the idea that I wanted to do some-
thing with them, but I wasn’t sure
exactly what,” says Gitelson, who is,
among other things, a photographer.
“Over time I got the idea of making it
look like my car was buried under a
mountain of them.”

He began collecting them and by
January had enough to begin fastening
them to a canvas car cover he’d bought
at an auto parts store. After botched
attempts with a staple gun and “a
bunch of crappy techniques,” he hit on
the idea of threading the cards
through the middle, as if sewing on a
button, which allows them to overlap
and bend to the shape of the Civic.

This spring Gitelson began photo-
graphing the car and cover parked in
front of some of the businesses
responsible for the ads—Excalibur,
Tini Martini, Ontourage—and posting
the photos on his Web site, thegit.net.
After shooting outside the 144th
Street strip club he was pulled over by
a cop who had watched the shoot. He
wanted to know what was up, and had
radioed his buddies to come take a
look. Gitelson says his shoot at the

Our Town
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continued on page 14

Inexplicably dressed-up Bottle staffers Bob Johnson, Jill Coyne, Mike Tsoulos, 
Bruce Finkelman, and Pete Toalson
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